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1 Release description and installation/upgrade instructions
1.1 Introduction

This document provides release information for HPE OneView 3.0 for Synergy.

Related informationIntended audience

All users • “Key features in HPE OneView 3.0” (page 5)

• “Documentation addendum” (page 18)

• “Support and other resources” (page 19) about related products and how to find
technical documentation.

Users who are installing a
new appliance

• “Appliance installation/update instructions” (page 5)

• “Issues and suggested actions” (page 6) for using HPE OneView

The latest versions of release notes are always available at http://www.hpe.com/info/
synergy-docs.

1.2 Key features in HPE OneView 3.0
HPE OneView 3.0 for Synergy supports management of Synergy frames, runs embedded on
the Synergy Composer, and shares some features with HPE OneView running on a virtual
appliance and managing other platforms.
Server and Enclosure Management

• Scopes support enables logically grouped resources such as finance, sales, and ERP

• Automated backup scheduling: daily, weekly, on demand

• Integrated remote support for Synergy 12000 Frames and all compute modules, and to
receive 24x7monitoring, prefailure alerts, automatic call logging, and automatic parts dispatch

• Server profile support of iSCSI connections
Storage Management

• Synergy-based FC and FCoE server connectivity to HPE StoreServe 3PAR systems

• Increased scale for SAN storage

• Automated SAN zoning enhancements
Partner Integrations

• HPE OneView for Microsoft System Center (OV4SC 8.1) adds support for HPE Synergy,
Synergy Composer, and OneView 3.0, as well as firmware and driver support from SPP
2016.10.0

• HPE OneView for VMware vCenter now delivered as a virtual appliance, simplifying its
deployment and configuration

1.3 Appliance installation/update instructions
For installation/update instructions, refer to documents available at http://www.hpe.com/info/
synergy-docs.
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2 Issues and suggested actions
The issues and known limitations in this release are described here.

2.1 Display issues when using Internet Explorer 10
When using Internet Explorer 10, the connection lines in the HPE OneView pages that display
topology (interconnect link topology, frame link topology, logical interconnects and logical
interconnect groups) cannot be highlighted.

Suggested action
Use other HPE OneView supported browsers.

NOTE: Support for Internet Explorer 10 will be removed in a future release.

2.2 Delay during enclosure removal
In a multi-enclosure environment, it may take approximately 10 minutes to remove an enclosure
from HPE OneView. An EMT025 error may be displayed in a sub task or the enclosure Remove
task despite the green status of the Remove Enclosure task.

Suggested action
To remove an enclosure, disconnect the LINK and MGMT cables from the Frame Link Modules
(FLMs) in the enclosure. Also remove any Interconnect Link cables linking interconnects in the
enclosure to be removed from other interconnects in other enclosures. Select theRemove action
for the enclosure to be removed. Wait approximately 10 minutes for the operation to complete.
The enclosure will eventually be removed and the Remove task can be seen to complete in the
activity page with green status. Ignore any EMT025 error if reported by the Remove task.

2.3 Drive temperature issue with the D3940 Storage module
The drive enclosure view page for the D3940 Storage module does not automatically update the
current temperature for installed drives. Drive temperatures are updated only when refresh is
invoked from the actions menu on the drive enclosure page.

Suggested action
Perform a refresh from the actions menu on the drive enclosure page.

2.4 Issue with displaying storage module firmware version number
HPE OneView displays an incorrect firmware version number for the I/O adapters of the Synergy
D3940 Storage Module on the logical interconnect (LI) and logical enclosure (LE) view pages.

2.5 Issue with server power state when performing logical interconnect
firmware update

When performing a logical interconnect firmware update using the parallel activation method,
server power state is not validated and the update is not blocked when some servers are powered
on. The logical interconnect firmware update screen already provides clear indication of the
potential outage.

Suggested action
Update the logical interconnect firmware via the firmware update action on the logical enclosure,
selecting the shared infrastructure option, or power off the servers prior to the logical interconnect
firmware update using the parallel activation method.
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2.6 Extra 3PAR volumes appear in profile dropdown menu
More than the expected number of volumes may appear in the Existing volumes dropdown of
the Add volume page of Create / Edit profile, if a direct attach network is associated with more
than one interconnect across different enclosures and the same direct attach network is also
used across multiple storage systems.

Suggested action
Review the Existing volumes dropdown list and select the appropriate volume, depending on
the storage system name, which is displayed along with the volume name. If the selected volume
is not accessible through the ports defined in the server profile, the attempt to attach the volume
will fail. Select another volume that is accessible and try again.

2.7 Some tasks and alerts contain the server’s uniform resource identifier
(URI) instead of the server name

Some tasks and alerts do not contain links to the referenced server. Sometimes the message
references the name of the server and sometimes the server’s URI. While it is easy to look up
the server by name, looking it up by the URI is difficult.

Suggested action
1. Go to the Server Hardware page in HPE OneView.
2. Use the search bar to look up the server by the numeric UUID portion of the URI.

2.8 Profile inconsistency when multiple compute modules are removed
and re-inserted in a short span of time

This issue occurs whenmore than a single frame’s compute modules are removed and reinserted,
specifically, the removal and reinsertion of more than 12 compute modules in a logical enclosure
that is managed by HPE OneView 3.0. During this operation, the appliance is processing
messages and alerts associated with the reinsertion of server hardware, and there are conditions
where thesemessages will be lost. This loss of information results in a mismatch of states between
the server hardware and the associated profiles. The mismatch can show itself such that the
profile indicates that the server hardware is not present even though the Server view in HPE
OneView 3.0 will indicate the compute module is present.

Suggested action
To alleviate these potential issues, users are advised to operate on a single frame's worth of
compute modules at a single time when removing and reinserting blades. This will equate to 12
half height modules or 6 full height compute modules. Users are advised to monitor the removal
process in HPE OneView 3.0 through the Activity view which shows the steps being performed
by the system. It is recommended that users wait for the process to complete successfully before
re-inserting or replacing the compute module. Again, users can monitor the progress of the
module add through the various activity views to see whether the module is under management
and has the profile reapplied.
Both of these recommendations are designed to allow the system sufficient time to process
residual removal events and prepare for the insertion of the compute modules. Upon reinsertion
or replacement and once the compute module is detected by the system, any defined profiles
will be reapplied and the module can be put back into service. If there is a disagreement between
the state of the compute module and the profile, users are advised to edit the profiles by simply
clicking Edit and then OK to reapply the profile. This will cause the profile to be refreshed and
reapplied to the compute module.
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2.9 iSCSI SW boot: Tunnel network limitation with VLAN ID
A tunnel network allows multiple tagged networks to flow between VC uplinks and downlinks
without inspection/redirection. HPE Oneview does not support configuring an adapter with a
VLAN ID to perform iSCSI boot on a specific tagged network within the tunnel network.

Suggested action
If using a tunnel network, the network must be untagged or use the default VLAN ID on the Top
of Rack switch. A tunnel network may contain 1 untagged network and many tagged networks.

2.10 High Availability (HA) warning alert for single Synergy Composer
configurations is not clearable

HPE strongly recommends configuring Synergy systems in an approved High Availability
configuration (Synergy Composers). Users who intentionally opt to configure their system with
a single Synergy Composer will see a locked High Availability warning (yellow) alert and will be
unable to clear that alert during the life of that configuration.

Suggested action
Move to a High Availability configuration as soon as viable. There is currently no method to
disable the alert until an HA-conformant configuration is adopted.

2.11 Hard drive firmware may not update when using the offline method
of firmware updates

Applying a firmware baseline to a server profile that includes local storage may result in the
firmware for hard drives not being updated if the Force option is not selected.

Suggested action
When creating a profile with local hard drives or new JBOD attachments, the recommended way
to update hard drive firmware is by using the following options in the server profile (also known
as Smart Update Tools (SUT) online mode):
1. Firmware and OS drivers using SUT
2. Firmware only using SUT
If the Firmware only offline mode is selected, the Force option has to be selected to install the
hard drive firmware.

2.12 Large number of deployed connections impacts processing
In the case where a large number of connection requests to Interconnect Manager (ICM) get
queued up, a delay may result in processing a switch configuration request to ICM (for example,
a request to disable a port).

Suggested action
To reduce the delay, wait until all connection requests have been processed before performing
any other configuration request operations.
One way to check if all the connections have been processed is to look at the Server Profile
page and make sure all connections are in green (and not red) and then perform any subsequent
operation.
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2.13 Issue with retrieving standby Frame Link Module (FLM) information
after module failover

After a FLM failover, once data for the newly active FLM is available, the appliance may request
hardware information from the standby FLM before it is able to respond. If this happens, an alert
will appear on the enclosure stating that it is unable to retrieve the FLM information.

Suggested action
Perform an enclosure refresh from the HPE OneView user interface to clear the alert.

2.14 Remote support data collection fails during server hardware removal
and insertion

Performing server hardware removal and insertion during scheduled remote support data
collections may cause collections to fail.

Suggested action
Schedule server hardware removal and insertion outside of a scheduled collection operation or
change the planned time of the scheduled collection.

2.15 Status persists following offline firmware update
When configuring a server profile to perform an offline firmware update, followed by an online
firmware update, the status of the previous offline update persists until the SUT is installed. This
issue is seen only if SUT doesn’t already exist in the OS.

Suggested action
Login to the OS and check if SUT is installed. If it is not, install it in the OS.

2.16 Issue with bulk power actions
Bulk power actions (for example, multi-select power actions) via the server profile page may not
work as expected.

Suggested action
Power servers individually or perform bulk power operations via the server hardware page.

2.17 Issue with HPE OneView CLI login through SSH
If the user selects Require acknowledgment of the login banner message in the
Settings->Security->Edit page or through the /rest/logindomains/global-settings API, the HPE
OneView CLI login will fail.

Suggested action
DeselectRequire acknowledgement from the Settings->Security->Edit page in GUI or through
the /rest/logindomains/global-settings API.

2.18 Remote support not enabled after a server is inserted
When a server with remote support enabled is removed and re-inserted into an enclosure, remote
support may not be re-enabled for the server hardware. This can be seen by looking at the remote
support configuration of the server hardware and seeing that the remote support status is shown
as disabled.
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Suggested action
Refresh the server hardware to re-enable remote support.

2.19 LE page may show incorrect IP address for interconnect
The LE page may show an incorrect IP address for an interconnect when DHCPmode is selected
for IP configuration. The interconnect page displays the correct IP address.

Suggested action
To update the IP address refresh the enclosure to which the interconnect belongs.

2.20 Issue with dialog buttons when using Chrome version 53.0
When using Chrome version 53.0, the buttons for submitting or closing some dialogs are hidden
or misaligned. Examples of dialogs impacted are Profiles/Profile templates, Add Connection,
Add Volume, Edit Logical Interconnect Group,Add Uplink Ports, etc. Often, this can be fixed
for the duration of the dialog by resizing the browser window vertically.

Suggested action
Try one of the following alternatives:
1. Resize the browser window vertically. The resize has to be a vertical resize to make the

browser shorter, not a horizontal-only resize.
2. Use another HPE OneView supported browser (Firefox or Internet Explorer).

2.21 Issue during first-time setup of the Synergy Composer
If an in-use IP is entered during the first-time setup of the Synergy Composer, the in-use IP is
not used but no alert is generated to warn the user that High Availability (HA) is not enabled.

Suggested action
Ensure all IP addresses configured during first-time setup of the Synergy Composer are not in
use within the management network.

2.22 Logical enclosure firmware update with Image Streamer does not
complete successfully

When performing logical enclosure firmware updates on a logical enclosure containing Image
Streamer appliance, the frame link modules (FLMs) may be updated in addition to the Virtual
Connect interconnect modules. Following firmware update the FLMs are reset which requires
the trusted neighbors for each of the image streamer uplink sets to be re-configured. If this
configuration has not completed by the time the logical interconnect firmware update process is
initiated, the logical interconnect firmware update process will be explicitly blocked because one
or more of the interconnects are in a 'Configuring' state. This causes the logical enclosure firmware
update process to complete in an 'Error' state.

Suggested action
When performing a logical enclosure firmware update which includes firmware update for both
the frame link modules and the Virtual Connect interconnects, a two phase process is
recommended. In phase one, go to the logical enclosure and select update firmware and Frame
link modules only. This will complete the update of the frame link modules in isolation from the
server profiles and the shared infrastructure. Once this firmware update completes, issue a
second firmware update request for the logical enclosure by selecting update firmware and
either Shared infrastructure or Shared infrastructure and profiles. It is important to not select
Force re-installation or downgrade. This will perform the firmware update of the shared
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infrastructure and the servers without requiring a frame link module reset and will avoid the
sequencing of a configuration request to the Virtual Connect interconnects during the firmware
update process.

2.23 EMT041 error during Enclosure Add/Refresh
During Enclosure Add/Refresh, EMT041 error alerts may occur and Synergy Composer power
status may not be displayed.

Suggested action
If the problem is seen on the enclosure containing the active Synergy Composer, then refresh
this enclosure first, followed by refresh of other impacted enclosures.

2.24 Issue with Fibre Channel license count
When a logical enclosure is grown from one enclosure to multiple enclosures, logical interconnects
that track FC licenses will lose track of the license for any Virtual Connect SE 40Gb F8 module
that is physically moved as part of the grow operation. The logical interconnect will show that
only one module is licensed instead of the expected two.

Suggested action
Contact the HPE Support Center.

2.25 Duplicate alerts seen in activity page when a server is powered on
When a server is powered on, duplicate (up to 4) server powered on and server reset detected
lifecycle alerts may be seen on the activity page.

Suggested action
Ignore the duplicate lifecycle alerts.

2.26 SNMP community string cannot be changed for Virtual Connect SE
40Gb F8 module for Synergy

The default SNMP community string for Virtual Connect SE 40Gb F8 modules is set to “PUBLIC”
and cannot be changed.

Suggested action
When making SNMP queries against a Virtual Connect SE 40Gb F8 module, use the default
“PUBLIC” SNMP community string. For example, to perform an SNMP v1 walk, use the following
command:
# snmpwalk -Os -c PUBLIC -v 1 <Interconnect IP Address>

2.27 UI redirected to firmware bundles page when firmware bundle upload
completes

While a firmware bundle is loading, the user is able to do other work in HPE OneView. But when
the upload is complete, the UI redirects to the firmware bundles page and any work in progress
in open dialogs will be lost and will require re-entry by the user.

Suggested action
When uploading a firmware bundle, wait for the upload to complete before navigating away from
the firmware bundles page.
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2.28 Boot from SAN configuration settings may be lost when server
hardware is removed and re-inserted

The default boot drive configuration may be lost and the server will not automatically boot when
all of the following are true:

• The boot device is remote; e.g., a boot from a Storage Area Network (SAN) device or zoned
local storage.

• The server profile boot mode is Unified Extensible Firmware Interface (UEFI).

• The operating system being used is either SUSE Linux Enterprise Server 11 SP3 and SP4
or Red Hat Enterprise Linux 6.x.

And one of the following occurs:

• The server hardware is replaced.

• The server hardware NVRAM is cleared.

• The server profile is moved to new server hardware.

Suggested action
See CA c05306567 for full details and corrective actions.

2.29 Issue with creating logical enclosure support dumps
Creation of logical enclosure support dumpsmay fail if the logical enclosure includes HPE Synergy
10Gb Pass-thru modules and the support dump is taken soon after a logical enclosure firmware
update.

Suggested action
To avoid this issue, verify that there are no refresh tasks running within the enclosures of the
logical enclosure before starting a logical enclosure support dump. If a logical enclosure support
dump fails and the logical enclosure contains HPE Synergy 10Gb Pass-thru modules, visit each
of those modules and perform a reset operation on the module. This reset will not cause any
traffic disruption.

2.30 License count mismatch following removal and insertion of Virtual
Connect SE 40Gb F8 modules

After removing and inserting Virtual Connect SE 40Gb F8 modules, a logical interconnect shows
as being fully licensed, even though only a subset of interconnects are licensed in the logical
interconnect. The settings page shows that licenses are required even after a sufficient number
of licenses have been added.

Suggested action
Contact the HPE Support Center.

2.31 During logical enclosure firmware update, logical interconnects may
fail to update

When performing a logical enclosure firmware update, if the force option is used or there is an
update required for the frame link modules, there may not be enough time for the enclosure
refresh which follows the frame link module reset to complete before the logical interconnect
firmware update process is initiated. When this occurs, the logical interconnect firmware update
process may fail either during staging or during activation.
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Suggested action
After the failure occurs, follow the resolution steps included in the task failure.
1. Perform a refresh of the physical enclosure
2. Perform a reapply configuration at the logical enclosure
3. Repeat the firmware update process at the logical interconnect by selectingActions,Update

firmware.
The logical interconnect firmware update process will complete successfully.

2.32 Create/Create+/OK buttons do not work on server profile create/edit
dialogs

After creating or editing a server profile that includes an OS deployment plan, a subsequent
create/edit of a server profile that does not include an OS deployment plan may result in the
Create/Create+/OK buttons on the dialog being unresponsive.

Suggested action
Refresh the browser and attempt the operation again. To prevent this situation, refresh the
browser after any create/edit operation involving OS deployment plans.

2.33 Issues after a CA-signed certificate is imported or a self-signed
certificate is regenerated

After importing a CA-signed certificate to the appliance or after explicitly regenerating a self-signed
certificate, the following issues may occur:
1. Insertion and removal of devices from the enclosure is not automatically detected.
2. HPE OneView is not accessible from the front panel display of the enclosure.

Suggested action
1. If the first of the two issues above occurs, refresh the enclosure containing the device to

reflect the correct status of the inserted or removed device.
2. If the second issue occurs, note that HPE OneView user interface will still be accessible

over the network through the appliance IP; to re-establish access to the HPE OneView front
panel console, perform a factory reset of the Frame Link Module (FLM) in the enclosure to
reclaim the hardware.

2.34 SAS logical interconnect firmware update fails
Performing simultaneous firmware updates on multiple SAS logical interconnects will only update
the first and may fail for the rest.

Suggested action
Perform firmware updates for SAS logical interconnects one at a time. Alternatively, perform the
firmware updates via the logical enclosure’s update firmware action. If you encounter this
problem, retry the failed update after all other SAS logical interconnect updates have completed.

2.35 LUN access not restored after an FC connection failure and recovery
on a Linux system

After an FC connection failure and recovery, if a Linux server does not successfully restore access
to LUN(s) over the recovered connection, it may be due to a lack of VLAN discovery frames being
sent as part of FCoE initialization protocol.
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Suggested action
Use the Linux fipvlan(8) command to ensure VLAN discovery frames are sent over the affected
interface.

2.36 Changing between a link aggregation group (LAG) and non-LAG
configuration in an uplink set containing FCoE networks may affect FCoE
traffic in the uplink set

Editing an uplink set containing FCoE networks to remove ports in a LAG and replacing them
with non-LAG ports may cause the uplink ports to become misconfigured and not pass FCoE
traffic.

Suggested action
Instead of editing the uplink set, delete the uplink set and create a replacement uplink set with
the desired configuration.

2.37 Resetting interconnect modules when using a large number of
networks may result in packet interruption

When utilizing large numbers of VLANs (~4000), a reset of the master Virtual Connect SE 40Gb
F8 interconnect may result in 6-7 seconds of packet interruption.

Suggested action
When a restart of the master interconnect is desired, use the HPEOneView UI or APIs to perform
a power-off followed by a power-on instead of using reset.

2.38 When using port monitoring, some traffic may be shown that is not
present on the monitored port

When port monitoring is enabled, the monitored traffic can contain traffic not associated with the
monitored port. This additional traffic is limited to the traffic originated from the management
processor. One example of such traffic is the protocol traffic during an FCoE initialization sequence.
When monitoring downlink port 3 traffic, for example, FIP protocol frames associated with other
downlink ports may be visible in the monitored traffic stream. This does not include server to
server or server to uplink port traffic on those ports, i.e. data traffic.

Suggested action
This extra content may be ignored.

2.39 Storage traffic interruptions may occur when resetting master
interconnect

Replacing (remove/insert), resetting, or power-cycling a master Virtual Connect SE 40Gb F8
interconnect may result in storage traffic interruptions.

Suggested action
If planning to replace, reset, or power cycle the master interconnect, temporarily change the
LACP timeout on the top-of-rack switch from short to long. This will help avoid storage traffic
interruptions.
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2.40 Potential traffic Loss on MultiModule Link Aggregation (MLAG) when
all stacking links are down and Synergy Interconnect Modules (ICMs)
are configured for dual unit stacking

When two HPE Virtual Connect SE 40Gb F8 modules or two Synergy 40Gb F8 switch modules
are configured for dual unit stacking and both stacking links go down or are removed, and a
MLAG is configured, servers using that MLAG may experience traffic loss if a NIC team for both
mezzanine ports (e.g. Mezzanine 3:1-a, Mezzanine 3:2-a) has not been configured. The MLAG
that is negotiated with the upstream switch continues to operate as a single MLAG instead of
breaking into two separate LAGs when both stacking links go down.

Suggested action
Always configure a NIC team at the server operating system for Ethernet connections when
connecting to an upstream switch through an MLAG. Round robin for fault tolerance and load
balancing is one tested recommendation. Other recommendations are: active/backup,
balance-XOR mode, balance TLB (transmit load balance), and balance ALB (active load
balance). Even with a NIC team in place it is still possible to experience a full traffic outage for
a server when the stacking cables are removed. If this situation occurs, use the following process
to recover connectivity:
1. Select one of the interconnect modules and using the Interconnects view action menu

perform a ‘Reset’ action on the interconnect.
2. Administratively reconfigure the top-of-rack switch by removing all of the uplink ports,

belonging to the interconnect that was reset, from their assigned multi module/chassis link
aggregation group (MLAG). At this point, traffic should recover through the interconnect that
remains a member of the MLAG.

3. If stacking links are still not recovered, physically remove and replace or restore the stacking
cables between the interconnects.

4. Once the stacking domain has been reformed, re-assign the uplink ports on the upstream
switch to the MLAG. At this point, traffic will automatically recover through both interconnects
without further intervention.

2.41 Degradation of management interface performance to a Virtual
Connect interconnect results in failure to complete a configuration change
for a server profile or a logical interconnect

When multiple Virtual Connect logical interconnects are managed by the same appliance and
taken through a large number of lifecycle operations over time, the management interface to the
Virtual Connect interconnect may degrade. The degradation manifests as an increased amount
of time to complete amanagement request. If this time exceeds amaximum timeout of 10 seconds,
the request will be marked in 'Error' and must be tried again. If the degradation is severe, the
retry may also fail to complete. This degradation applies only to the use of the management
interface for configuration changes and has no impact to existing server profiles or network
connectivity and performance through the Virtual Connect interconnects.

Suggested action
Restart the appliance and wait for the interconnects to return to a 'Configured' state. This will
clear the management interface degradation condition and allow new configuration changes to
a server profile or a logical interconnect to succeed.

2.42 Active Directory authentication error message
When adding Active Directory authentication to HPE OneView you may experience an error if
the addresses for the Active Directory servers are specified using a DNS name rather than the

2.40 Potential traffic Loss onMultiModule Link Aggregation (MLAG) when all stacking links are down and Synergy Interconnect
Modules (ICMs) are configured for dual unit stacking
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numeric IP address. The error message is “Unable to reach directory server <DNS name> with
configured port <port number>. Unable to ping directory server <DNS name>.”

Suggested action
Use a numeric IP address when adding a directory server to HPE OneView.

2.43 Recommended Cisco top-of-rack switch configuration for FCoE
VLANs

When using HPE OneView to manage Synergy interconnect modules configured with FCoE
VLANs, it is recommended to use VFC MAC-address binding with Cisco top of rack switches.

Suggested action
This recommendation applies to Synergy interconnects that are connected to Cisco
switches. When deploying servers with HPE OneView using multi-hop FCoE out of the logical
enclosure to external Cisco switches, as part of the external switch configuration you need to
manually configure the vSAN and vfc interfaces binding to each server’s mac address. While
HPE OneView SAN storage configuration automates zoning configuration in the SAN, it does
not configure the vfc interfaces which are configured at the edge of the SAN. Those must be
configured manually.
Be sure to use a Cisco firmware release after March 2016 to avoid the Cisco defect (CSCug84860)
concerning MAC address binding.
Note that when using server profile virtual MAC addresses you’ll have to do this for each server
after applying your profile. If you’re using physical MAC addresses, then you can configure the
vfc’s once and then apply as many profiles as desired.
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3 Notes for HPE OneView 3.0
Supported iSCSI boot configurations
The following parameters are supported:
• IPv4 (no support for IPv6)

• Static IP address (no support for DHCP)

• SW-iSCSI (software initiator)

• Bootable Ethernet connection using iSCSI can only be on the first virtual function of the
physical port (i.e. port "a")

Fibre Channel direct attach connections
HPE OneView 3.0 for Synergy supports Fibre Channel frame attach and Fibre Channel over
Ethernet (FCoE) network connections. Fibre Channel direct attach connections are not currently
supported.

Port Mirroring limitation
Only single-direction mirroring is supported on the VC SE 16 Gb FC module.

Limited support for active/active configuration— Technical Preview
In Virtual Connect (VC) environments, active/active (Ethernet) configurations provide the following
benefits:
• Full use of all uplinks

• Twice the available bandwidth while maintaining redundancy when combined with SmartLink
capability

• Seamless failover in case one of the interconnects’ uplink ports become disconnected from
the production network

To create an Active/Active configuration in HPEOneView 3.0 for Synergy, use theNon-redundant
options for the A and B sides of the logical interconnect groups. See the HPE OneView User
Guide for information on redundancy modes.
SmartLink, an essential component of VC active/active configurations, is not supported in this
release. It is not recommended to deploy active/active configurations without SmartLink, therefore
while an active/active configuration can be evaluated with this release, it should not be used in
production environments.
HPE Synergy provides a different, recommended alternative approach to active/active
configurations by connecting VC interconnect modules to the data center networks with
multi-module link aggregation (MLAG). See the HPE OneView User Guide for more information
on SmartLink.

RAID 10 ADM support
RAID 10 ADM is not supported.
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4 Documentation addendum
The following information was made available after publication and does not appear in the HPE
OneView 3.0 documentation.

4.1 Security
Refer to “Understanding the security features of the appliance” in the HPE Oneview 3.0 User
Guide for HPE Synergy for the most up-to-date information regarding security.

4.2 Mozilla Firefox ESR version
Mozilla Firefox ESR version is 45.x.

4.3 SSH host key description in online help
In Settings: Backup the following content has changed:

Edit Backup screen details

DescriptionScreen component

The public key used by the SSH server daemon on the remote backup SSH server to process
incoming connections.

SSH host key

The SSH host key must be specified in the OpenSSH public key format.
The SSH server configuration determines how this key is stored. For example, if RSA keys
are used, and if the remote host runs Linux, OpenSSH stores the host key in /etc/ssh/
ssh_host_rsa_key.pub.

NOTE: Do not use the user keys configured on the remote SSH server to enable outbound
connections with client programs such as ssh, scp, or sftp.

4.4 HPE OneView REST API Reference
NOTE: Minimum supported API versions are subject to change in future releases, therefore
it is recommended to migrate to the latest API version at the earliest possible convenience in
order to avoid compatibility issues when upgrading to newer versions of HPE OneView.

NOTE: HPE OneView REST API versions less than 120 are deprecated with the release of
HPE OneView 3.0. API calls that don’t specify a version number will also be deprecated. Support
for these versions will be removed in the next major release of HPE OneView. See “About” in
the HPE OneView API Reference for the complete list of supported REST API versions.

NOTE: Certain asynchronous APIs return a task in the response body, however this behavior
is deprecated and will be removed in future API versions. The task’s URI is returned in the location
header of all asynchronous responses (HTTP Status 202), therefore clients should use that
header for accessing the task associated with the operation, rather than utilizing the response
body for this.

4.5 Logical enclosure prerequisite in online help
The following prerequisite in the ‘Create a logical enclosure’ procedure has been updated:

• At least one created logical interconnect group if there are managed interconnects in the
enclosure group (not required if there are only unmanaged interconnects)
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5 Support and other resources
5.1 Accessing Hewlett Packard Enterprise Support

• For live assistance, go to the Contact Hewlett Packard Enterprise Worldwide website:
www.hpe.com/assistance

• To access documentation and support services, go to the Hewlett Packard Enterprise Support
Center website:
www.hpe.com/support/hpesc

Information to collect
• Technical support registration number (if applicable)

• Product name, model or version, and serial number

• Operating system name and version

• Firmware version

• Error messages

• Product-specific reports and logs

• Add-on products or components

• Third-party products or components

5.2 Accessing updates
• Some software products provide a mechanism for accessing software updates through the

product interface. Review your product documentation to identify the recommended software
update method.

• To download product updates, go to the Software Depot website for Synergy:

◦ www.hpe.com/softwaredepot/synergy

• To view and update your entitlements, and to link your contracts and warranties with your
profile, go to the Hewlett Packard Enterprise Support CenterMore Information on Access
to HPE Support Materials page:
www.hpe.com/support/AccessToSupportMaterials

IMPORTANT: Access to some updates might require product entitlement when accessed
through the Hewlett Packard Enterprise Support Center. You must have an HPE Passport
set up with relevant entitlements.

5.3 Websites and HPE Synergy documentation

LinkWebsite

www.hpe.com/info/enterprise/docsHewlett Packard Enterprise Information Library

www.hpe.com/support/hpescHewlett Packard Enterprise Support Center

www.hpe.com/assistanceContact Hewlett Packard Enterprise Worldwide

www.hpe.com/support/e-updatesSubscription Service/Support Alerts

www.hpe.com/support/selfrepairCustomer Self Repair
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LinkWebsite

Remote support docRemote Support for HPE OneView FAQ document

www.hpe.com/storage/spockSingle Point of Connectivity Knowledge (SPOCK) Storage
compatibility matrix

http://www.hpe.com/info/virtualconnectHPE Virtual Connect user guides
HPE Virtual Connect command line references

http://www.hpe.com/info/storageHPE 3PAR StoreServ Storage

http://www.hpe.com/info/iloHPE Integrated Lights-Out

www.hpe.com/storage/whitepapersStorage white papers and analyst reports

The following documents are available at http://www.hpe.com/info/synergy-docs.

ManagingPlanning
• HPE OneView User Guide for HPE Synergy• HPE Synergy Site Planning Guide

• •HPE Synergy Configuration and Compatibility
Guide

HPE Synergy Image Streamer Help

• HPE Synergy Image Streamer User Guide
• HPE OneView Support Matrix for HPE Synergy • HPE Synergy Image Streamer API Reference
• HPE Synergy Image Streamer Support Matrix Monitoring
• HPE Synergy Setup Overview • HPE OneView User Guide for HPE Synergy
Installing hardware • HPE OneView Global Dashboard Help
• HPE Synergy Start Here Poster (included with

frame) • HPE OneView Global Dashboard User Guide

Maintaining• HPE Synergy 12000 Frame Setup and
Installation Guide • Product maintenance and service guides

• HPE Rack Rails Installation Instructions
(included with frame)

• Best Practices for HPE Synergy Firmware and Driver
Updates Guide

• HPE Synergy 12000 Frame Rack Template
(included with frame)

• HPE OneView Help for HPE Synergy

• HPE OneView User Guide for HPE Synergy
• Hood labels

Troubleshooting
• User guides

• HPE OneView alert details
• HPE Synergy Interactive Cabling Guide

• HPE Synergy Troubleshooting Guide
• HPE OneView Help for HPE Synergy —

Hardware setup • HPE Error Message Guide

• HPE OneView API ReferenceConfiguring for managing and monitoring
• HPE Synergy Image Streamer API Reference• HPE OneView Help for HPE Synergy

• HPE OneView User Guide for HPE Synergy

• HPE OneView API Reference

• HPE OneView REST API Scripting Help

• HPE iLO 4 with AMS traps supported for alerting
in HPE OneView

• User Guides

5.4 Remote support
Remote support is available with supported devices as part of your warranty or contractual support
agreement. It provides intelligent event diagnosis, and automatic, secure submission of hardware
event notifications to Hewlett Packard Enterprise, which will initiate a fast and accurate resolution
based on your product's service level. Hewlett Packard Enterprise strongly recommends that
you register your device for remote support.
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If your product includes additional remote support details, use search to locate that information.

Remote support and Proactive Care information
HPE Get Connected
www.hpe.com/services/getconnected
HPE Proactive Care services
www.hpe.com/services/proactivecare
HPE Proactive Care service: Supported products list
www.hpe.com/services/proactivecaresupportedproducts
HPE Proactive Care advanced service: Supported products list
www.hpe.com/services/proactivecareadvancedsupportedproducts

Proactive Care customer information
Proactive Care central
www.hpe.com/services/proactivecarecentral
Proactive Care service activation
www.hpe.com/services/proactivecarecentralgetstarted

5.5 Customer self repair
Hewlett Packard Enterprise customer self repair (CSR) programs allow you to repair your product.
If a CSR part needs to be replaced, it will be shipped directly to you so that you can install it at
your convenience. Some parts do not qualify for CSR. Your Hewlett Packard Enterprise authorized
service provider will determine whether a repair can be accomplished by CSR.
For more information about CSR, contact your local service provider or go to the CSR website:
www.hpe.com/support/selfrepair

5.6 Documentation feedback
Hewlett Packard Enterprise is committed to providing documentation that meets your needs. To
help us improve the documentation, send any errors, suggestions, or comments to Documentation
Feedback (docsfeedback@hpe.com). When submitting your feedback, include the document
title, part number, edition, and publication date located on the front cover of the document. For
online help content, include the product name, product version, help edition, and publication date
located on the legal notices page.
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